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This guide details all the visits and attractions that we currently offer in 

Berlin. All the options featured have been researched by our education 

and travel experts to ensure your trip meets your learning objectives and 

provides you and your students with a highly enjoyable trip. 

Study Experiences – Best Value 
As one of the UK’s largest youth travel tour operators, our buying power means we can offer 
you the best value for your school or college. The visits and attractions options available will 
be arranged by our experienced education travel experts.
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How to Personalise your trip
1. Please take time to have a good look through this guide. Each option details what it

involves and the price; with some offering other useful information and top tips!

2. Having drawn up a list of all your desired options, contact your Programme Manager who
will help create your personalised itinerary.

3. If there is a place of interest or attraction not detailed in this guide, we are more than
happy to look into arranging a visit for you.

4. Once we have received your booking form and deposit payment we will then book all your
chosen visits and attractions and confirm them to you.

Schloss Charlottenburg (Charlottenburg Palace)

Your Study Experiences Team will be available throughout your booking, helping you create 
the ideal trip for your educational needs. Once your itinerary has been planned and your 
booking confirmed, your Programme Manager will introduce you to our Customer Service 
Delivery Team who will be available to help you throughout the build up to the trip itself. Of 
course, in Berlin, our expert Tour Manager will be on hand to assist and support you and your 
students during the trip.
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School Favourites
Brandenburg Gate
The Brandenburg Gate is one of Berlin’s most important monuments, a landmark and 
symbol all in one with over two hundred years of history. A former symbol of the 
divided city, it drew visitors who used to climb an observation platform in order to get 
a glimpse of the world behind the Iron Curtain, on the other side of the barren “death-
strip” which separated east from West Berlin, geographically and politically. 
It was here that in June 1987, Ronald Reagan issued his stern command to his cold war 
adversary admonishing him with the words: “Mr. Gorbachov – tear down this wall!”. 
The speech delivered to West Berliners was also audible on the east side of the Gate 
and echoed President von Weizsacker’s words which translate as: “The German 
question is open as long as the Brandenburg Gate is closed.”

When Germany was reunified following the fall of the Berlin in November 1989, the 
Brandenburg Gate quickly reinvented itself into the New Berlin’s symbol of unity. 
It was officially opened to traffic in December 1989 and 100,000 people came to 
celebrate the occasion. Unfortunately this also resulted in severe damage to the 
monument which needed to be restored and was only officially reopened in October 
2002.

Reichstag
Following German reunification in 1990, the Bundestag (German Federal Parliament) 
decided to make the Reichstag building the seat of Parliament in Berlin, the restored 
capital of reunited Germany. After a complete restoration of Paul Wallot’s original 
1894 building, the Bundestag reconvened here in Sir Norman Foster’s spectacularly 
restored Reichstag building on 19th April 1999.

Foster was commissioned to carry out the mammoth conversion project, which caused 
heated controversy as his original design of a baldachin roof covering the entire 
building was rejected in 1995. The Bundestag voted for a slightly more conservative 
reconstruction of the original dome in modern guise. In fact the Reichstag’s new dome 
with its vast central glass cylinder is amongst the most impressive features visually and 
technically designed to reflect natural light into the plenary chamber.

A visit to the Reichstag is a must, a highlight includes the lift ride to the top of the 
building to a large viewing terrace for the breath-taking views of Tiergarten, the dome 
and the mirror cylinder at the centre. All groups are pre-booked with details of 
identification sent in advance.

Berlin Wall Memorial & Documentation Centre
Three integral elements make up the Berlin Wall Memorial on Bernauer Strasse, a 
stretch of the former Berlin Wall, the Kapelle der Versöhnung (Reconciliation Chapel) 
and, across the road, the Documentation Centre.

The centre is an important source of information and an original documentary source 
and archive devoted to the history of the Berlin Wall. A multimedia presentation draws 
on the local historical experience, exploring varied aspects of the political background 
and historical detail surrounding one of the most poignant and significant events of the 
Cold War. The street’s unique position cut into two sides by the Wall with East Berlin 
buildings on one side and a pavement on the side of West Berlin evoked the madness 
of the concrete Wall dividing the city. Information panels are in German and English.

• Overview Tour: Bernauer Strasse after the Berlin Wall was built, approx 1 hour

• Tour & Workshop: Tracing the Past with Cameras (in co-operation with the LStU) –
approx 3½ hours, recommended for students aged 14+

Top Tip: 
Groups must be 
pre-booked at 
least 4 weeks in 
advance
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Berlin Fernsehturm (TV Tower)
The TV Tower is one of the most famous landmarks in Berlin and welcomes over 
1.2 million visitors every year. It is located at the very heart of the city on the 
Alexanderplatz. The History of the Berlin TV tower is part of German history: in the 
sixties the East German government had the TV tower built, not least to demonstrate 
the strength and efficiency of the socialist party system. Today the tower shapes 
the skyline of the German capital city - a landmark of the reunited Germany, like the 
Brandenburg Gate. At 368 metres, it’s the highest building in Germany and the second 
highest building open to the public in Europe. It is the perfect place for students 
to understand the layout of Berlin and observe the innovative architecture and 
landmarks of the city. The observation deck is at a height of 203 metres and includes 
Berlin’s highest bar, the “Panorama bar”. The revolving restaurant is at a height of 207 
metres and turns around its own axis once or twice every hour.

Sightseeing & Walking Tours
Berlin City Sightseeing Tour
Enjoy a sightseeing tour of Berlin by coach in the company of a local expert guide, who 
will provide an interesting and informative commentary. The tour will last around three 
hours and will take in many of the city’s world famous landmarks. You will see 
Kurfurstendamm, Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, Potsdamer Platz, Panorama 
Punkt, Checkpoint Charlie, Fernsehturm, Marx-Engels Memorial, East Side Gallery, 
Unter den Linden, Berliner Dom, Brandenburg Gate, Reichstag, Tiergarten, Victory 
Column, Schloss Charlottenburg, Olympic Stadium and remains of the Berlin Wall, as 
well as many more great sights!

Top Tip: 
Start your trip 
with this tour 
to gather your 
bearings and 
get an easy 
introduction to 
Berlin

Berliner Dom
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Third Reich Walking Tour
Starting in the heart of West Berlin in front of the spire of the bombed out Kaiser 
Wilhelm Memorial Church, you will hear a full description of the ferocity of the Allied 
bombing campaign, the defense of the Nazi Reich Capital and the experiences of 
those caught in the onslaught of the Soviet forces. See Goering’s Air Defence Ministry 
where the Luftwaffe coordinated the Battle of Britain, the site of Goebbels’ Propaganda 
Ministry and the ruins of Himmler’s SS and Gestapo HQs by the Topography of Terror.

Visit the site of Hitler’s New Reichs Chancellery, the seat of power of Nazi held Europe, 
and the exact location of the Fuhrer Bunker. Our guide will provide a step by step 
account of Hitler’s suicide, the last days spent in the bunker, and the fate of his remains 
based on information from the latest Soviet archives and detailed research.

You will also follow the route of the Soviet attack towards the final battlefield for the 
Reichstag and stop before the Soviet Memorial flanked with T34 Tanks and Red Army 
Howitzers. The price shown is based on a minimum group size of 30 paying passengers, 
other group sizes can be quoted for on request.

Cold War Walking Tour 
Your students will get an extraordinary insight into what it meant to live in the eastern 
bloc’s most Stalinistic State, the former GDR; the successful and failed escapes where 
Border Command followed the orders of ‘shoot to kill’ rather than allow the heinous 
crime of ‘flight from the Republic’; how MI6 and the CIA tunnelled under the Wall and 
Soviet Zone and tapped into the Red Army’s secret communications and the methods 
used by the Stasi to guarantee control of east Germany’s population.

Sites visited include the monumental Soviet Embassy, “Ghost Stations”, former Guard 
Towers, hidden areas of the Death Strip and espionage points of the CIA and KGB, 
locations of both successful and failed escape attempts and a complete reassembled 
area of inner and outer fortifications of the state border. The price shown is based on a 
minimum group size of 30 paying passengers, other group sizes can be quoted for on 
request.

Cruises on the River Spree
Enjoy beautiful views of Berlin and see some of the city’s largest landmarks on a 
sightseeing tour along the River Spree. All tours have an explanation in English via 
headphones if required, cruises available:

• City Centre Tour - a trip through the heart of Berlin (1 - 2 hours)

• Spree Cruise - past countless places of historical places (1 ½ - 3 hours)

• A trip on the Spree & Landwehr Canal while under riding 64 bridges! (3 - 3 ½
hours)

Berlin Adventure Trail  
(Interactive walking tour around Berlin)
This trail is an engaging experience featuring activities in a number of different zones. It 
follows a stunning route from the iconic Reichstag to Museum Island through the heart 
of the city via a number of world-famous sights, including the Brandenburg Gate, 
Unter den Linden, Gendarmenmarkt, Humboldt University and Berliner Dom. Central 
to the trail is a sense of engagement with these world famous sights, turning a 
standard sight-seeing expedition into a three- dimensional, multi-faceted experience 
using key skills such as creative and lateral thinking, observational and puzzle-solving 
skills. Team-based and competitive, the trail produces winners who demonstrate 
team-work and strategy as well as aptitude and attention to detail as well as 
showcasing the iconic sights of Germany’s capital city.

Top Tip: 
Ideal for ages 
9-13, and as this 
is a walking tour, 
we recommend 
wearing 
comfortable 
shoes!
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World War Two & Cold War 
Foundation Memorial to the Murdered 
Jews of Europe 
Berlin’s Holocaust Memorial, located on a stretch of the former “death strip”, where the 
Wall once stood near the Brandenburg Gate, is Berlin’s stunning monument to the 
Holocaust, dedicated to the Jewish victims of the Nazi genocide of World War 
II. Impressive in its awesome grey soberness, rather than sombreness, it includes an 
underground information centre, located on the south-eastern side of the memorial
grounds.

The Information Centre complements the abstraction of the memorial with personal 
documentation about individuals and families. This includes biographical details, 
recordings and information about memorial sites throughout Germany and Europe. 
Documenting the universal issue of genocide, the centre represents a central focus on 
the diverse memorial sites across Germany which stress the living memory aspect of 
remembrance. 

It took 17 years for the Memorial to be completed. Its foundation stone was a 
Bundestag resolution passed in 1999 to erect a Memorial to the Murdered Jews of 
Europe. This was followed by years of discussion and deliberation, until the Monument 
was completed in 2005. US architect Peter Eisenmann conceived the winning design 
consisting of 2711 rectangular blocks of concrete laid out in grid formation, recalling 
tombstones. An Audio Guided Tour (approximately 75 minutes) provides a general 
overview of the historical background and the European dimension of the Holocaust. 
Through historical documents, testimonies and the voices of contemporary witnesses, 
the fate of individuals and entire families is presented. The historians involved in the 
exhibition talk about their research, the exhibition designer provides an introduction to 
the architecture of the Information Centre.

Topography of Terror
The site, known since 1987 as the “Topography of Terror”, was the central location from 
which the Nazis planned and managed most of their crimes. Here, between 1933 and 
1945, the most important institutions of the Nazi terror apparatus of the SS and police 
operated from the Secret State Police Office, the Reich SS Leadership, and the Reich 
Security Main Office.

Partially destroyed during the war, rendered unrecognisable after the war by 
demolition and conversion, and eventually forgotten, this historic site was rediscovered 
in the early 1980s and gradually re-established in the historical memory of Berlin and 
the Federal Republic of Germany. What had been a partial wasteland 
in the shadow of the Berlin Wall was ultimately transformed into a centre for the 
documentation of Nazi crimes.

Guided Tours: For school groups there are two guided tours lasting approximately one 
hour or a five hour seminar/workshop to make the most of your visit. They are free of 
charge but must be pre-booked.

• Topography of Terror: Gestapo, SS and Reich Security Main Office on Wilhelm- and
Prinz-Albrecht- Straße (an indoor tour)

• The Historic Site “Topography of Terror” (an open air tour)

The Nazi Forced Labour Documentation Centre 
This last well-preserved former Nazi forced labour camp is located in Berlin 
Schöneweide. In WWII it served as one of the more than 3000 collective 
accommodations dispersed throughout the city for forced labourers. Over 900 forced 
labourers of various nationalities - many of whom were civilian forced labourers - lived 
in the barracks between 1943 and 1945, including members of the Italian military and 
civil labourers from Eastern Europe. For a while, two barracks were used as 
concentration camps for female prisoners. The centre opened in 2006 on a part of 
historical grounds that once belonged to the camp and which are today protected as a 
monument are maintained by the “Topography of Terror” foundation. Since August 
2010 the well preserved “Barrack 13” is open to the public during guided tours.

The permanent exhibition “Forced Labour in the Daily Round 1938 - 1945” presents 
the history of forced labour during the time of National Socialism as an omnipresent 
mass phenomenon. It shows the day-to-day lives of displaced men, women, and 
children – inside the camp, at work and in exchange with the German population. It 
visualises the impact the racial hierarchy of the National Socialist-regime had on the 
lives of forced labourers.
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Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church 
Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church is the symbolic centre of West Berlin, an anti-war 
memorial to peace and reconciliation. Following allied bombing during WWII, the 
original, west Tower has remained standing as a ruin and is hauntingly named the 
“hollow tooth” as it is literally an empty husk. Immediately recognisable, it is the only 
building in the area which was deliberately preserved as a part ruin. The Memorial Hall 
contains photographic exhibits of the Church and the surrounding area before and after 
the War. Other exhibits of interest are liturgical objects from bygone days and mosaics.

The Church remained heavily damaged until 1956 when the new building was built 
following Egon Einermann’s winning project for an adjacent modern church including 
an octagonal hall and a bell tower. This was erected between 1957 and 1963. The 
modern tower, which is not to everyone’s liking, consists of an octagonal structure and 
a six-sided bell tower.

German Resistance Memorial & Centre
In 1944, army officer Colonel von Stauffenberg exploded a briefcase bomb in the 
conference room of Hitler’s headquarters in East Prussia. Hitler survived and von 
Stauffenberg and his fellow conspirators were shot in the courtyard location where the 
memorial stands. The memorial documents this and other actions of the German 
resistance. This Memorial Centre is a site of remembrance, political studies, active 
learning, documentation, and research. A wide range of activities document and 
illustrate resistance to National Socialism. The centre’s goal is to show how individual 
persons and groups took action against the National Socialist dictatorship from 1933 to 
1945 and made use of what freedom of action they had.

From July 2014 the new permanent exhibition “Resistance against National Socialism” 
consists of 18 topics which document the entire social breadth and ideological diversity 
of the fight against the National Socialist dictatorship. The presentation of individual 
lives and of the formation of resistance networks, of motives, aims, and actions of the 
people and groups in the resistance, and also of the reactions by the National Socialist 
state to the challenge of resistance, reveals the diverse dimensions of all efforts against 
the National Socialist dictatorship. The “barrier-free” permanent exhibition is 
accompanied by a wide range of media and materials. Guided tours for groups through 
selected topics of the permanent exhibition can be arranged or a tour by audio guide.

Holocaust Memorial
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Berlin’s ‘Unterwelten’ – Berlin from Below
For a fascinating look into Germany’s history during WWII and the Cold War 
era, Berlin has an elaborate set of multi-purpose underground bunkers built to 
host a society underground. The former bunker located at the U-Bahn station 
Gesundbrunnen offers a wealth of information about all the various tunnel systems 
and subterranean walkways underneath the city on four floors. The exhibition at 
Berliner Unterwelten e.V. informs about the history and development of the city from a 
subterranean viewpoint - the bunker systems in Berlin’s subway system, recovered 
bombs and ammunition stores, and also Berlin’s pneumatic post system, breweries and 
blind tunnels. Whether through bunkers, flak towers or dark and murky U-Bahn shafts – 
there are various tours for school classes to discover the Berlin underground world. 
Guided and highly informative museum tours include ‘Dark Worlds’ (Dunkle Welten), 
‘From Flak Tower to Rubble’ (Vom Flakturm zum Trümmerberg), ‘U-Bahn, Bunker and 
Cold War’ (U-Bahn, Bunker und Kalter Krieg) and ‘Breaking the Wall’ 
(Mauerdurchbrüche) with unusual insights into Berlin’s ‘underworld’. Choose from the 
either of the following tours: Dark Worlds (WW2 bombing raids) or Subways & 
BunkersIn the Cold War. Only recommended for students aged 14+.

Allied Museum
The Allied Museum is located in the heart of the former American Sector in buildings 
which originally housed the cinema and the library of the U.S. garrison. Under the title 
“How Enemies Became Friends,” the Allied Museum tells a unique story full of suspense 
and drama. It begins with the German defeat in World War II. In the summer of 1945, 
a few months after the Red Army marched into Berlin, U.S., British, and French troops 
followed as victors and occupiers. Together with their wartime allies, the Soviet Union, 
they aimed to free the German Reich of Nazism. Conflicts soon arose, however. The 
victorious Western powers wanted to reconstruct Germany on the basis of freedom 
and democracy. The Soviet Union, in contrast, took its own Communist social system 
as a model. Berlin became one of the most important scenes of the struggles that have 
gone down in history as the Cold War. More than once, the cold war seemed about to 
become a hot one. Nevertheless, German unification in 1989/90 proceeded in peace 
and freedom. What role did the Western powers play in this process? Above all: How 
did they come to leave the city again after nearly 50 years as partners and friends? The 
traces of this eventful period are still present at this historic site today. 

Overview and thematic tours can be arranged for school groups. Focusing on especially 
informative objects from the permanent exhibition or in the current temporary 
exhibition, topics are discussed in an age-appropriate manner. More details of the 
variety of themes are available on request.

Checkpoint Charlie
Checkpoint Charlie was the best known border-crossing of Cold War days. The 
sign, which became a symbol of the division of Cold War Berlin and read like a dire 
warning to those about to venture beyond the Wall – YOU ARE NOW LEAVING 
THE AMERICAN SECTOR – in English, Russian, French and German - stood here. It is 
today an iconic marker of territorial boundary and political division. Until the fall of the 
Berlin Wall in November 1989, it signified the border between West and East, 
Capitalism and Communism, freedom and confinement.

It functioned as the main entry and departing point for diplomats, journalists and non-
German visitors who used to be allowed to enter East Berlin on a one day 
visa after exchanging their Deutsch Marks on a one-to-one basis for East German 
currency. More dramatically, US and Soviet tanks had a close encounter here in 
October 1961 when J.F. Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev’s tanks faced each other in an 
acrimonious moment feared around the World as a possible lead up to World War III.

The reconstruction has included a US Army guardhouse and a copy of the original 
border sign. Cobblestones mark the exact spot of the former border and the poignant 
photograph by Frank Thiel of an American and Soviet soldier can be seen here. 
Memorabilia includes the nearby Café Adler, a hotspot for journalists and spies in 
the past where informers met their counterparts. The Museum, known as Haus am 
Checkpoint Charlie, contains the best documentation available on the many escape 
attempts from East to West, and is where the original Checkpoint sign is exhibited.
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East Side Gallery
The East Side Gallery is a 1.3 km-long painted stretch of the former Berlin Wall along 
the Mühlenstrasse in former East Berlin. It is the largest open-air gallery in the world 
with over one hundred original mural paintings. Galvanised by the extraordinary events 
which were changing the world, artists from all around the globe rushed to Berlin after 
the fall of the Wall, leaving a visual testimony of the joy and spirit of liberation which 
erupted at the time.
Wall murals had been a highlight for visitors and a Berlin attraction for years, but 
were only to be found on the western side of the Wall. Some of the best known 
paintings include “The Mortal Kiss” by Dimitrji Vrubel, of Erich Honecker and Leonid 
Brezhnev’s mouth-to-mouth embrace and Birgit Kinder’s Trabi (Trabant) knocking 
down the Wall. The paintings which still reflect the patchwork, eclectic and bohemian 
atmosphere of Berlin today are a mixed-bag of surreal images, political statements 
and graffiti- like effusions. 

Stasi Museum & Memorial
On January 15, 1990, thousands of people stormed the heretofore hermetically sealed 
premises of the Stasi Centre in Berlin-Lichtenberg, which the former government 
wanted to continue operating as “Office for National Security”: the “storming of 
the Normannenstrasse” had begun. The Ministry for State Security of the German 
Democratic Republic fell apart within a very short time. This meant that Stasi files, 
whose contents were and still are greatly important in dealing with the history of the 
GDR, were now freely accessible. Today, the building is open to the public as Research 
and Documentation Centre Ruschestraße 103. Photos, documents and equipment 
used in the surveillance of GDR citizens can be inspected, as can the office of Stasi boss 
Erich Mielke.

DDR Museum
In a lively, interactive and hands-on fashion, the DDR Museum tells the story of every-
day life in the former state, looking “behind the wall” to understand just what it was 
like to live under Real Existing Socialism. The museum enables the visitor to see, 
experience and feel the every-day reality behind the façade of the Socialist 
dictatorship, and find out just what the government tried to keep secret. 

There is a lot for the visitor to do, for example, watch television in an authentic GDR 
living room or sit in original GDR cinema seats to watch original newsreels. Striding 
through the “bureaucratic smokescreen,” the visitor receives a glimpse into the 
structures of GDR misrule. Under the watchful eyes of Marx, Engels and Lenin, the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany provides the central focus of the exhibition, around 
which are grouped a number of themes such as the state, economy, the NPA, brother 
states, ideology, opposition and the Stasi.

Countless interactive media stations and authentic artefacts from the GDR produce a 
“hands-on experience of history.” Visitors are encouraged to engage with the 
interactive elements of the exhibition, opening drawers, looking behind doors and 
pulling levers, thereby making use of all their senses.

Top Tip: 
Guided themed 
tours aimed at 
school groups 
can be arranged, 
lasting 1-1½ hrs

East Side Gallery
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Museums - History
Museum Island is the name of the northern part of an island in the River Spree 
in the central Mitte district of Berlin. Five museums are gathered here in an 
extraordinary ensemble. The most popular with school groups is the Alte 
Nationalgalerie and the Pergamon Museum. This Pergamon is open, but due 
to staggered renovation work until 2019, different sections of the museum 
are affected at different times, hence it is not currently being promoted in this 
edition of our guide. Your  Programme Manager can check its status to help 
you decide whether to include a visit in your itinerary.

Please note all groups must be pre-booked and most museums in Berlin are 
closed on Mondays. Guided visits or workshops in English may be available 
and can be arranged on request and charged for accordingly.

The Story of Berlin
This interactive history exhibition is no ordinary museum, but rather an interactive 
journey through Berlin’s 800-plus years, complete with light and sound shows. The 
Story of Berlin organises historical eras by themes as well as by dates, and each section 
has touch screens, information drawers and a range of presentations.

The “Speed’ segment has sound and video loops of transit innovations, while the 
section focusing on industrialisation has a vibrating floor like a factory. The darkest 
period of Germany’s history is not ignored; a special series of rooms show the grim 
nature of the Third Reich in a though-provoking, conceptual fashion.

Highlights in the multi-level museum include the divided living rooms that give a 
glimpse into life on each side of the Berlin Wall, and the still-functioning underground 
nuclear bomb shelter built by the city in the 1970s. Exhibition texts are in English and 
German and the guided bomb shelter tour (every hour on the hour) is in German and 
English.

Jewish Museum 
A timeless monument to Jewish history and life in Germany, Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish 
Museum is one of the world’s most respected museums. The museum is a stunning 
achievement in the architecture of cultural identity, a lasting expression of Jewish 
presence and dislocation and above all the attempt at reconciling, physically and 
spiritually, the meaning of the Holocaust into the memory and consciousness of the 
city of Berlin.

For Libeskind, whose family was decimated during the Holocaust, the project presented 
to the Berlin Senate in 1988 – one year before the fall of the Berlin Wall – was a 
mission to acknowledge and incorporate the fractured course of German-Jewish history 
and the void of Jewish life in Berlin. The permanent exhibition inaugurated in 2001 
comprises over 2000 years of Jewish history, from Roman times to the present day, 
arranged in 14 sections documenting the development of Jewish life in Germany – its 
artistic, cultural and scientific contribution throughout the centuries.

Guided tours for groups can be arranged which last approximately 1 hour. Following a 
short introduction into the architecture your tour can be focused on different themes. 
You can choose 3 of the following topics:

• Historical Themes – The Jewish World in the Middle Ages, Town, Country, Court
(16th-18th century), Moses Mendelssohn (late 18th century), Emancipation
and Reform (19th century), Start of the Modern Age (Late Imperial Germany
and Weimar Republic), The Jewish Response to National Socialism (1933-1945),
Women in Judaism – a 17th Century Women’s Life

• Contemporary Themes - Jewish Life and Traditions, What do Judaism and Islam
have in common.

German History Museum
Germany’s two thousand year history, as chequered as it is dynamic, is placed 
in a European context in an exhibition entitled “German History in Pictures and 
Documents”. More than 8,000 exclusive exhibits, whose historical testimonial value is 
utterly unique, present a lively, vivid tableau of bygone days. German history is also 
placed in an international context. The permanent exhibition is supplemented by 
temporary special exhibitions housed in the modern exhibition building.

Top Tip:  
A guided overview 
or a thematic 
tour lasting 
approximately 
2 hours can be 
arranged, £70 per 
group (arranged in 
groups of 25)
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Museums - Art & Sculpture
Alte Nationalgalerie
Alte National Galerie houses one of the most important collections of 19th century 
paintings in Germany and includes masterpieces by Caspar David Friedrich, Adolph 
Menzel, Edouard Manet, Claude Monet, Auguste Renoir and Auguste Rodin. Amongst 
the most important highlights are Friedrich’s “Der Mönch am Meer” (from 1810), 
Adolph Menzel’s “Flotenkonzert Friedrich des Großen in Sanssouci” (1852) and Edouard 
Manet’s “Im Wintergarten” (1879).

The Museum was built between 1866 and 1876 and restored in neoclassical style by 
Friedrich August Stüler in the style of a Greek temple. The Museum reopened to the 
public after a thorough restoration in 2001. The Alte National Galerie is one of the five 
museums forming the ensemble known as Berlin’s Museum Island – a UNESCO World 
Heritage site.

Berlinische Galerie (Modern Art)
The Berlinische Galerie is one of the newest museums in the German capital and 
collects art from Berlin dating from 1870 to the present day – with both a local and 
international focus. 

Fine art – painting, graphics, sculpture, multimedia – photography, architecture 
and artists’ archives provide a rich source, whose interdisciplinary relationships create 
exciting dialogues. Its outstanding collections include Dada Berlin, the Neue 
Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) and the Eastern European avant-garde. The art of the 
divided and reunified city of Berlin provides another focus.

The Atelier Bunter Jakob is an art studio deep inside the museum, and it provides a 
space for children and teenagers to do creative work. Artists join the discussions about 
what art actually is and why it matters to us. Art and reality are explored in exciting, 
productive ways. This studio has to be booked in advance and costs may apply. 
Following renovations the Berlinische Galerie re-opened in Spring 2015 with special 
exhibitions and a new presentation of its permanent collection.

Gemäldegalerie
One of the world’s great art galleries, the Gemalde Galerie has some 2,700 European 
paintings in its collection, dating from the 13th to the 18th centuries. Renowned works 
by painters such as Breugel, Holbein, Rembrandt, Velazquez and Gainsborough grace 
the walls. The gallery is the centrepiece of the Kulturforum complex. 

Alte Nationalgalerie
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Museums - Themed
Deutsches Technikmuseum Berlin (Technology)
This museum of technology is a hands-on, activity-oriented tour of the cultural history 
of technology. The developments in transport, communication and energy 
technologies are presented in a total of 14 sections in an exhibition space of 25,000 
square metres. Using the most modern exhibition techniques of display and of trying 
out the exhibits, a “get in touch with technology” approach is encouraged.

The Aeronautic and Space Collection is located in the Spectrum Science Center, where 
over 250 experiments illustrating phenomena of acoustics, optics, electricity, 
thermodynamics and radioactivity demonstrate the fundamentals of science and 
technology. 

Other highlights include a hall of vintage locomotives, a reconstruction of the world’s 
first computer from 1938, Konrad Zuse’s Z1 a new aviation wing covering 200 years of 
German flight adventure from Hot Air Balloons to the Berlin Airlift including the 
Rosinenbomber, after the pilot who threw sweets down for Berlin’s children. Film 
enthusiasts can find early film projectors while the Manufacturing Technology 
Department exhibits the transmission belt driven machinery and an example of the 
first mass-produced products such as the 1920s suitcase.

An overview tour of the museum or an interactive thematic tour on subjects suitable 
for primary or secondary schools lasting approximately 1 hour can be arranged. There 
is also a picnic area suitable for groups in the foyer.

Computerspielemuseum  
(Computer Games Museum)
The first ever museum for computer games in the world was opened in Berlin in 1997. 
Since January 2011 the museum has been presenting its new permanent exhibition in 
the trendy district of Friedrichshain. The striking exhibition architecture transforms 
the heritage-protected premises, formerly home to the popular “Cafe Warschau”, into 
a pixelated landscape for gaming.

The exhibition “Computer Games. Evolution of a Medium” comprises of some 300 
objects illustrating their cultural history. Thanks to the many interactive exhibits and 
scenic reconstructions of typical environments such as a video arcade from the 
1980s you can re- experience this historical development spanning across more than 
six decades.

Top Tip:  
A picnic area for 
groups is available 
in the foyer

Alexanderplatz
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Museum für Kommunikation (Communication)
The Museum for Communication Berlin unites the past, present and future under one 
roof. Its permanent exhibition offers vivid insights into the origins, development and 
future of the information society. A series of attractive temporary exhibitions 
showcases the many different aspects of communication.

The Museum for Communication Berlin sees itself as providing a venue for encounters, 
exchanges and entertainment – in brief, for communication. It focuses on the changing 
approaches to signs, codes and media, and the effects these have on public and private 
life. In addition, the museum presents a classic and comprehensive collection of historic 
and historical objects. The museum’s Treasure Chamber displays a collection of 
valuable rarities, including the famous Blue and Red Mauritius. 

Interactive Workshops and Guided Themed Tours and Media Skills Seminars are 
available for school groups to explore the many diverse and exciting facets of 
communication.

Museum für Film und Fernsehen (Film)
The Museum of Film and Television covers the entire world of cinema – from the first 
moving images to digital film. The permanent exhibition “Film” takes visitors on a 
journey through more than a century of German film history. Pionee ring cinema, silent 
film stars, and films in the Weimar Republic and during the Third Reich, Marlene 
Dietrich, exile in Hollywood, post-war film and modern-day German cinema. Focal 
points include highlights from Marlene Dietrich’s personal estate.

The permanent exhibition “Television” provides an overview of five decades of German 
television, enabling visitors to discover treasured moments from past programmes 
along with the developments of German TV in the east and west. The film and 
television collections are complemented by special exhibitions.

Bauhaus Archiv Museum of Design 
This famous Bauhaus building, known as Bauhaus Archiv, now houses the Museum of 
Design. Designed by Walter Gropius, it was built by Gropius’ long-time associate Alec 
Cvijanovic.

This popular and accessible museum includes an introduction in English to the overall 
context of the times and a permanent exhibition with original artefacts such as 
furniture, ceramics, sculpture and photographs from the Bauhaus Workshop of the 
1920s. Gropius’ original model of the building is also an exhibit.

Bauhaus, which stands for the early 20th century modernist, aesthetic movement and 
educational philosophy, was founded as a state-run school by Walter Gropius in 
Weimar. The Bauhaus workshop, as it was known, operated from 1919 to 1933 and 
regained public interest in West Germany after the war.

Visits & Attractions
Alexanderplatz
‘Alex’ to Berliners, a cattle market in the Middle Ages, a military parade square and an 
exercise ground for nearby barracks until the mid 19th century - Alexanderplatz is the 
square named to honour Alexander I, Tsar of Russia, on his visit to Berlin in 1805. Fast 
forward to more recent times, one million people congregated here, on 4th November 
1989 to demonstrate against the GDR regime shortly before the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
It was the largest anti-government demonstration in its history.

Many of the square’s well known buildings are great examples of East Berlin’s attempt 
to compete with the Western side’s own ‘in-your-face’ high-rises that were erected 
during this time. These include Hotel Stadt Berlin, a 123m high hotel; Haus des Lehrers, 
a venue for pedagogues which remained more of a representative facade than a real 
educational forum; House of Travel, with its slightly amusing name given the notorious 
travel restrictions during the GDR; and the publishing house building, which is today the 
offices of the Berlin daily, Berliner Zeitung.

Top Tip:  
FREE entrance 
for students and 
teacher 9am-12 
noon every Friday
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Potsdamer Platz
Potsdamer Platz is the most striking example of the urban renewal that turned Berlin 
into the ‘New Berlin’ in the 1990s. The area today consists of the three developments 
known as Daimler City, the Sony Centre and the Beisheim Centre, which literally 
transformed the dormant wasteland where the Berlin Wall stood between east and 
West Berlin until 1989.

The challenge of rebuilding the heart of post Cold War Berlin was no trifling matter 
– how to transform a desolate sandy wasteland into the new German capital’s
city centre. What can be seen today is believed to have resulted in a successful 
compromise. Renzo Piano and Helmut Jahn proposed the winning master plans, while
investors Daimler-Benz and Sony backed the two visions. The Piano/ Daimler-Benz
project envisioned a more diverse European style area with narrower streets while 
Helmut Jahn’s Sony vision presented the more uniform ultra-modern glass-steel plaza 
which became the Sony Centre. The vast covered public space with its striking glass roof
was the result of a remarkable engineering feat – an outstretched tent roof with 
material fastened to a steel ring attached to the adjacent buildings.

Up to 100,000 people come to this square every day to experience the unique blend of 
art, entertainment, shopping and cosmopolitan flair – and ultimately to feel a touch of 
history.

Panorama Punkt 
Panorama Punkt is located on the 24th and 25th floors of the Kollhoff Tower on 
Potsdamer Platz. The observation deck, 93m high and reached by elevator, provides the 
very best all-round view of the area. The Kollhoff Tower rises up where the Berlin Wall 
once stood. As well as the observation deck, the “Views of Berlin” exhibition provides a 
reflection of German history and the numerous transformations of Potsdamer Platz.

Berliner Dom (Berlin Cathedral) 
Berliner Dom, completed in 1905, is Berlin’s largest and most important Protestant 
church as well as the sepulchre of the Prussian Hohenzollern dynasty. This outstanding 
high-renaissance baroque monument has linked the Hohenzollerns to German 
Protestantism for centuries and undergone renewed phases of architectural renovation 
since the Middle Ages. 

First built in 1465 as a parish church on the Spree River it was only finally completed in 
1905 under the last German Kaiser – Wilhelm II. Damaged during the Second World 
War it remained closed during the GDR years and reopened after restoration in 1993. 

Known as the Hohenzollern family tomb, over ninety sarcophagi and tombs are on 
display including those of the Prussian King Frederick  I. The Dome’s organ with over 
7000 pipes is a masterpiece and one of the largest in Germany. 

Tours for student groups can be pre-booked. Alongside the tour of the dome itself, there 
are also conducted tours of the crypt, organ and museum each lasting 90 minutes, from 
£50 per group in addition to the entrance fee.

Siegessaule (Victory Column) 
Berlin’s Siegessäule – Victory Column – “Golden Lizzie” as it’s known in Berlin slang is 
another of the city’s monuments that has reinvented itself through the ages - from 
symbol of Prussian military victory in the 19th century to that of Berlin’s thriving gay 
community and favourite tourist spot today. As US Presidential candidate, Barack 
Obama chose the Siegessäule as the alternative spot to the Brandenburg Gate for his 
speech to 200,000 Berliners in 2008.

The 67m high symbol of victory originally stood in front of the Reichstag in the former 
Königsplatz and today’s Platz der Republik. It was relocated here, in the Tiergarten’s 
main roundabout, by the Nazis in 1938. The Grosser Stern roundabout is a central 
intersection from which five avenues stretch out to different directions around the 
compass. Four neo-classical temples, also built by Albert Speer, indicate the entrance 
points to the 270 steps up to the observation deck. 

Top Tip: 
A visit to the 114 
metre high Dome 
requires climbing 
270 steps but 
the climb to the 
viewing gallery 
is worth it for its 
great views
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Schloss Charlottenburg (Palace & Gardens)
Built by Elector Friederich III in 1699 as a summer palace for his wife Sophie Charlotte, 
this regal estate, the largest palace in Berlin, is framed by a baroque-style garden. 
Inside, a collection of 18th century French paintings is the largest of its kind outside 
France. Visitors can see the Old Palace, with its baroque rooms, royal apartments, 
Chinese and Japanese porcelain collections and silverware chambers, as well as the 
New Wing, with its rococo splendour and fine furniture, added by Friederich the Great. 
The palace was severely damaged in World War II, and rebuilt starting in the 1950s. 
Schloss Charlottenburg’s former theatre is now home to the Museum for Pre- and Early 
History, which boasts items from the famous Troy excavations carried out by Heinrich 
Schliemann in the 1800s. Tickets for each section are sold separately.

Olympic Stadium
Berlin’s Olympic Stadium and Bell Tower were built for the 1936 Olympic Games. The 
National Stadium was designed by Werner and Walter March and supervised 
by Hitler’s Imperial Interior Ministry. The Nazi-era monumentalist stadium and the 
exhibition in the Bell Tower carry vivid memories of the iconic images of African-
American sprinter Jesse Owens whose historic four-medal Olympic victory shook 
Hitler’s theory of the superiority of the Aryan race. The final, comprehensive renovation 
and modernisation of the new Stadium took four years and was completed in 2004, 
providing a multi-functional sports and events arena which can seat up to 76,000 
spectators. In 2006, the stadium hosted the World Cup Final.

General admission allows you to explore the public areas of the Olympiastadion Berlin 
and the Olympia park Berlin. You can read about the stadium’s and the former 
Reichssportfeld’s history on the numerous documentary panels. Alternatively we can 
arrange a Multimedia guided tour or a Customised tour (arranged in groups of 30 
students and 2 teachers).

The Bell Tower’s Visitor’s Centre which houses the German Historical Museum 
Exhibition on the ground floor “Historic Site: The Olympic Grounds 1909 – 1936 - 
2006” is open from April to the end of October. General admission to the Bell Tower 
and German Historical Exhibition from £3.50 per student.

Tempelhofer Park/Tempelhof Airport
After Tempelhof airport closed in 2008, the city of Berlin reclaimed the 386-hectare 
open space and one of the world’s largest buildings in a central location for public use. 
The Tempelhofer Park offers school groups plenty of room to let off steam, wander 
around discovering and investigating. Guided tours on various subjects are offered in 
the protected building.

Top Tip:  
Professional 
guided tours 
include access 
to areas not 
otherwise open 
to the public 
such as the VIP 
areas, changing 
rooms, and the 
underground 
warm-up training 
hall

Schloss Charlottenburg (Palace & Gardens)
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Tiergarten
Tiergarten is Berlin’s largest and most popular inner-city park. The former hunting 
ground is the city’s best known park because of its centrality and as it is a favourite 
with locals and visitors The grounds had been used for the royal sport of hunting since 
the 16th century when the park was first enclosed. The first avenues were arranged in 
the late 17th century, gaining increasingly refined touches under the influence of the 
French-inspired gardens. In 1740 Friedrich the Great opened the first public gardens. 
The beautiful buildings which flanked the park were destroyed by bombs during World 
War II, and like most of Berlin’s damaged monuments, restoration got under way in 
1949 focussing on restoring as much vegetation as possible, including wilder areas. The 
result is a park of great beauty with diverse landscapes.

Treptower Park
Popular with Berliners and tourists alike, this public park consists of large open spaces, 
recreational areas, a lake, an abandoned amusement park and is the starting point for 
boat trips and a 4km long promenade running alongside the River Spree.

A prominent feature in the middle of the park is the Soviet War Memorial built to 
commemorate the 80,000 Soviet soldiers who died during the Battle of Berlin April-
May 1945. At over 100,000 square metres this facility not only serves as a memorial, 
but as a war cemetery for 5,000 Soviet soldiers and is the largest of its kind in 
Germany. Memorial slabs and frescos depicting the course of the war are arranged in 
long tiers of straight lines and the imposing figure on top of the mausoleum shows a 
soldier carrying a rescued German child. 

Not far from the memorial is The Archenhold Observatory, home to the longest 
refracting telescope in the world, and across the Spree lies the island of youth (die Insel 
der Jugend). The island can be reached using the charming Abbey Bridge, named after a 
Scottish Monastery that was located on the island before it burnt down. The bridge 
stretches over the river, ending on the island with an impressive three-storey tower 
built in half-timbered style.

Treptower Park
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Further Afield 
Berlin has so much to offer visitors that you may not have the time to fit in 
any other visits or excursions. There are however two visits that we strongly 
recommend, in particular, if they relate to your school subject studies.

Potsdam & Schloss Sanssouci
The Brandenburg state capital Potsdam, is one of the oldest and most beautiful cities in 
Germany and is often referred to as the City of Kings or the City of Castles. Situated on 
the River Havel, 30km to the south of Berlin its palaces of former Prussian rulers and 
ornamental gardens, many restored to their original magnificence, are Potsdam’s 
main attraction today, but there are other numerous architectural treasures in the old 
town. 

You meet your local Potsdam guide at the Glienicke Bridge. The frontier between 
Americans and Soviets of the Berlin Wall, it became famous during the Cold War, and 
where Soviet and American spies were exchanged. The tour also takes in key sights 
such as the Dutch Quarter, the Russian Colony Alexandrowka and the recently rebuilt 
Potsdam City Palace.

The highlight of the tour is the visit to Sanssouci Palace, the favourite refuge of the 
great Prussian King Frederick II. It was intended to be a place for country leisure where 
the king could rule and relax away from the urban irritations of Berlin, and your guide 
will take you through the beautiful interiors of the Palace. Beyond Sanssouci’s gardens 
is a 715 acre park, sprinkled with palaces, pavilions, fountains, statues and monuments. 
A short walk in the park can be enjoyed in the summer months.

Sachsenhausen Memorial & Museum
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp, located 35km north of Berlin, was the first camp 
built on the orders of the Nazis regime in 1936, and served as a model for all the other 
camps. Over 50,000 victims of the Nazis perished in Sachsenhausen in conditions 
of appalling brutality. The camp became a training ground for the execution of the 
Holocaust and ultimately the centre of the whole concentration camp system. After 
the Nazis were defeated, the Soviets turned the camp into a gulag for their own 
political enemies. Thousands more were to perish over the next five years.

The camp is now part of the Sachsenhausen Memorial and Museum. Its design is 
based on a decentralised concept, which aims to communicate history to visitors in the 
very places where it happened. The original buildings and remaining structures of the 
camp are ‘guarantors of memory’. It also remains a place of mourning and 
remembrance. Visitors can therefore experience many of the camp’s buildings, 
including:

• The Jewish Compounds – the original compounds that Jews were crammed into
until 1942, when they were sent to Auschwitz to be exterminated.

• High Security Prison and Penal Cells – a prison within the prison, build to hold
political opponents of Hitler.

• Ditch, Firing Squad Wall and Gallows – the original construction, where over
20,000 war prisoners were executed.

• Station ‘Z’ Gas Chambers and Crematorium – a chilling place and a silent witness
to the crimes which were committed under the Nazi terror, hitherto unknown to
humanity.

• Sanatorium – where sadistic medical experiments were carried out with hundreds
of people, many of whom were young children.

The memorial and museum can be easily reached by public transport. 
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Shopping
Berlin offers the range of shops you would expect of a capital city. From 
temples of consumption overflowing with designer labels to flea and antique 
markets, shopping malls, bargain stores and the whole spectrum in between. 
For luxury designers and international chain outlets head for Kurfürstendamm 
or Friedrichstrasse. For flair, trendier boutiques and hip Berlin labels browse 
around the Mitte district. For large shopping complexes head to Potsdamer 
Platz Arkaden or the Europa-Center Berlin. 

Christmas Markets 
Berlin has a spectacular range of Christmas markets throughout the city, on grand 
boulevards and squares and also in small side streets and in museums, they’ll surprise 
you with their magic, charm and festive delicacies. The city shines in a festive 
blaze of lights every year in the period before Christmas and the Charlottenburg 
Castle Christmas Market is host to one of the most famous markets in the capital. 
Alongside attractive temporary and permanent exhibitions inside the castle, the 
Christmas market presents carefully selected arts and crafts, ancient handicrafts, and 
gastronomy inside of festively decorated cabins and exclusive glass pagodas. 

The fun-filled ‘Winterwelt’ on Potsdamer Platz is a Tyrolean wonderland, complete 
with its own ‘mountain’ restaurant, an ice rink and ski and sledging slope, and on the 
other side of the Tiergarten, over a hundred stalls are gathered in the shadow of the 
towering shell of the landmark Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church. One of the city’s 
most traditional markets, the smell of roasted almonds, hot chocolate and mulled 
wine fill the air as you make your way around the stalls. 

More lively, and popular with youngsters and the young at heart, is the colourful 
market at Alexanderplatz. Here there’s all the fun of a fair, another ice-rink and a 
‘fairytale forest’ to enjoy.

Where to Eat
Eating out in Berlin is an experience in itself and traditional eateries compete 
with the modern fast-food style outlets that can be found in any European 
city. “Street eating” in Berlin is popular due to the various food stalls located 
around the city which sell food at competitive prices. 

For those wishing to enjoy an affordable, value-for-money meal, Study 
Experiences has selected a number of restaurants that offer good service 
and decent portions of quality food to suit students on a budget. All meals 
arranged by us must be pre-booked in advance of your trip and your menu 
choice will be set for the whole group. Packed lunches can also be arranged for 
you.

Bavarium Restaurant 
Price from: Two-courses £16 per person / Three-courses £18 per person

Cosy, traditional and unique, Bavarium offers a great Bavarian dining experience. 
Located in the Europa Centre shopping mall adjacent to the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial 
Church.

Sample menu: Cream of Vegetable soup, Turkey medallions sautéed with courgettes-
tomato vegetables and rice, fruit salad with whipped cream

Zur Letzten Instanz
Price from: Two-courses £18 per person

The oldest in Berlin, this restaurant dates back to 1621 and got its present name when 
mainly guests from the nearby court came to drink their experiences” in the last 
instance”. Located approximately 10 minutes walk away from Alexanderplatz.

Sample menu: Small salad or soup of the day, fried meatballs with fresh garden 
vegetables and duchess potatoes (with bread).
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Hard Rock Café
Price from: Three-courses £18 per person

Although not very German in regard to its cuisine, this rock ’n’ roll-themed restaurant 
with a high-energy vibe is popular with students and is conveniently located along 
Kurfürstendamm, approximately 5 minute’s walk from The Story of Berlin.

Meal includes: Small house salad (starter), selection of hamburgers including 
vegetarian option or chicken sandwich, all with fries, chicken Caesar salad or pasta 
dish (main), signature ice cream & one drink.

Alt-Berliner Biersalon
Price from: Two-courses £17 per person / Three-courses £19 per person

Open since 1914, this legendary restaurant offers typical Berlin cuisine in an excellent 
location along Kurfürstendamm, approximately 5 minute’s walk away from the Kaiser 
Wilhelm Memorial Church.

Sample menu: French Onion soup with cheese, Chicken Breast stuffed with spinach 
and ratatouille with rice, Blueberry Pancakes with chocolate sauce and cream

Maximilian’s Restaurant
Price from: Two-courses £15 per person / Three-courses £17 per person

Decorated with dark boarded walls, wooden tables and chairs and benches with 
leathery upholstery, this special venue offers the very best Bavarian hospitality 
with traditional dishes served by staff in traditional costume. Located just off 
Friedrichstrasse, approximately 5 minutes walk from Checkpoint Charlie.

Sample menu: Cream of Tomato Soup, Beef Goulash with red cabbage & spätzle 
(swabian noodles), and Bavarian cream with fruits

Getting Around
U-Bahn, S-Bahn, Bus & Tram: The public transport system is divided into
different tariff zones. Tariff zone AB includes the urban area until the city
boundary and is normally sufficient. Before the journey starts tickets must be
validated by stamping them at the yellow or red boxes on the platforms, in
buses or trams.

On Foot
Taking public transport to a chosen area and then exploring on foot is the ideal 
combination for ‘walking’ around Berlin. Otherwise, the distances between the sights 
and attractions and the city’s busy traffic are likely to add up to a tiring experience.

U-Bahn and S-Bahn
The city has an extensive and efficient network of U-Bahn (underground) and S-Bahn 
(overground) lines, which together make the fastest way of getting around. Stations 
are very close together in central Berlin and further apart outside the central zone. 
Trains on both networks run at 5 to 10 minute intervals during the day on the busiest 
lines.

Bus & Tram
Complimenting the city’s U-Bahn and S-Bahn systems, the bus and tram networks 
provide the enjoyment of sightseeing as you travel around. The routes are clearly 
marked and therefore easy to follow, although Berlin’s heavy traffic means they are 
not recommended if you are in a hurry.

Private Coach Hire
If you prefer your group not to use public transport during their whole stay and want 
to visit several attractions across the city of Berlin, a private coach can be hired for a 
half day (6 hours) from £14 per person with an additional hour’s hire thereafter at £2 
per person (based on a group of 40). Other group sizes can be quoted for on request.
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Study Experiences’ Safety 
Management System
At Study Experiences, the safety 
and wellbeing of you and your 
students is our absolute priority. 
We operate a detailed Safety 
Management System, with all 
suppliers chosen for the quality of 
their services, compliance with our 
safety management standards and 
experience in working with schools 
and colleges. Furthermore, 24-hour 
office support is also provided 
throughout the duration of your 
time away with us.  

Speak to our Berlin 
Travel Expert Team

For the best advice on your trip and to book up your 
great value tailored trip speak to our team today

Call: 020 8335 4455
Visit: www.studyexperiences.co.uk
Study Experiences, Crosspoint House, 28 Stafford Road, Wallington, Surrey SM6 9AA
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